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NCAR SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY 
ANNUAL REPORT, 1963

In 1963 the NCAR Scientific Balloon Facility became a useful 

operating facility. Although construction work on the Palestine Scien

tific Balloon Flight Station was completed in October of 1962, the Sta

tion was not made fully operational and open for general balloon use 

until August of 1963. The delay in opening the Station was due to fund

ing limitations which precluded the contracting of support services and 

weather services until Fiscal Year 1964. However, flights from the 

Palestine Station were made of the Stratoscope II system in November of 

'62 and March of ’63. Development programs of improved balloon mater

ials and improved launching techniques were similarly delayed and major 

progress in these areas will not become apparent until late in calendar 

year 1964.

Priority was placed on the development of the standard balloon 

telemetry and command system and this program has proceeded on sched

ule with completion of bench tests in December of all airborne and 

ground systems.

H .  DEVELOPMENT

FACILITIES

Most of the work on the physical plant of the Scientific Balloon 

Flight Station at Palestine was completed in 1962. This includes a 

laboratory and engineering building, a control tower, a building to

L  SUMMARY



house the Stratoscope II telescope, and an asphaltic launch pad. A 

large staging and warehouse building was completed in October of 1963 

to complete the basic construction in the main launch area at Pales

tine. The Corps of Engineers has been assigned by the National Science 

Foundation responsibility for acquiring land to the west of the pre

sent launch site on which will be housed the Clamshelter Inflation 

Building.

Basic launching equipment including trucks, launch arms, and 

communication and control equipment have been installed as well as a 

large altitude simulation chamber for testing components prior to 

flight. Present investment at the Palestine site in the facilities 

and equipment is approximately $600,000.

The launch vehicle at Palestine has proven marginally adequate 

for heavy loads; however the situation will be corrected with the de

livery of a large LeTourneau vehicle in the spring of 1964. Other 

areas where problems are foreseen are the adequacy of sufficient air- 

conditioned storage space for balloons for summer operations and the 

critical need for an inflation shelter to permit a more orderly launch 

schedule during marginally acceptable weather conditions. The need, 

of course, for improved balloon materials and superior launch tech

niques for very heavy load launches has been known for some time and 

was clearly indicated during the fall operations.

A Memorandum of Understanding is being arranged between the 

National Science Foundation and the Bureau of Reclamation permitting 

NCAR to establish a balloon launch site at the base of the Glen Canyon



Dam. At the present time climatological studies are being made to 

ascertain whether a sufficient advantage is gained by locating in the 

Canyon itself over operation from the surface above the Canyon. Anal

ysis of the overall wind regime at Page, Arizona and analysis of win

ter trajectories have convinced us that a winter launch site should 

be set up in this area to supplement the Palestine site. It is hoped 

by the summer of 1964 to make a final decision whether the site should 

be located above or below the Dam,

IMPROVED BALLOONING CAPABILITIES 

The development programs in materials and very heavy load launch 

techniques have been token efforts to date. However, the new NCAR 

launch vehicle and its associated launch tower which are presently be

ing built by the LeTourneau Co. at a cost of slightly under $100,000 

have been designed with flexibility to provide an adequate launch plat

form for any launch configuration and for payloads up to 15,000 pounds. 

In addition, design work has been 907o completed on the Clamshelter 

Building which will provide an all-weather capability for launching of 

any balloon system in any of the configurations that have been up to 

now considered for very heavy load launch techniques. Development work 

on new materials has been restricted to date to a planning operation 

and to a continuing consulting contract with Ray L. Hauser, who is 

now completing an analysis in four volumes of balloon materials testing 

methods and specifications for insuring balloon quality. We hope that 

by 1965, major advances can be made in providing reliable, adequate 

and economical materials from the wealth of available plastics and



STANDARD BALLOON TELEMETRY AND COMMAND SYSTEM 

Development work on the standard balloon telemetry and command 

system has been completed. The system has satisfactorily passed bench 

tests and will be flight tested in the spring and early summer„ Upon 

the completion of successful flight tests this system will be made a- 

vailable for use to all scientific investigators whose balloon experi

ment warrants the system. Airborne units or equivalent simulators will 

be loaned to the scientist to integrate with his experiment. When he 

brings his equipment to Palestine, he will then have a compatible 

ground system and the ability to read out his data in whatever format 

is most suitable.

EXTREME ALTITUDE BALLOONS 

The development program to provide a 150,000-foot capability with 

neoprene balloons did not meet its objectives. 2400 gram balloons pro

vided consistent flights to 130,000 feet, but extension to 6,000 gram 

balloons showed a deterioration in performance„ A cut-back to 4,000 

grams has provided a balloon with the best performance -- but not suf

ficiently better than 2400 gram balloons to warrant the additional 

cost. Future efforts will be concentrated on tests of balloon- 

within-a-balloon neoprene systems and thin reinforced plastics in an 

effort to break through the 150,000-foot altitude barrier at a reason

able cost.

GHOST

The in-house development of super-pressure balloons and associated

laminates.



electronics was conducted on a low budget basis by staff members. 

Fourteen flights were made with cut-down timers set for one to five 

days to keep f;he balloons within the U.S.A. There were seven success

es and two failures on flights where recovery was made. By year's 

end a 200 gram telemetry and navigator system was successfully tested 

which provided location and temperature data at distances up to 5,000 

miles from the ground receiver. This system will be flown in 1964 

from Japan, and, hopefully, from the Southern Hemisphere in 1965.

III. OPERATIONS

FLIGHT SERVICES

Twenty-seven flights were flown from the Palestine facility 

between August and December of 1963. The success ratio was approxi

mately 507o. Of the fourteen failures one was an electronics failurfe, 

one a personnel failure, and all others were balloon failures on as

cent. Flight success on large balloons, seven over 6 million cubic 

feet and larger, and on heavy payloads, two over 1,500 pounds and 

heavier, was nil. These failures on ascent marred an otherwise ex

cellent record of a competent and professional operation. Equipment 

was adequate, tracking was excellent, recovery was prompt on all 

flights. There were no incidents or near misses with respect to 

either ground or air safety.

The excellent weather, adequate facilities, and availability of 

back-up balloons permitted reflight of the scientific payload on all 

experiments on which ascent failures occurred. Successful flights 

were achieved for all scientific programs conducted at Palestine.



A project has been established to attempt to discover the causes and 

provide remedies for balloon failures on ascent between the critical 

altitudes of 40,000 and 60,000 feet.

A contract was let with Raven Industries to provide maintenance 

and operation of the Palestine Flight Station. Twelve employees of 

Raven are now in residence at the Site. A contract was arranged with 

the United States Weather Bureau to provide weather support for the 

Facility and two experienced forecasters in balloon launch and trajec

tory forecast techniques are on hand.

In 1963 from the months of August to December approximately 857o 

of all days were suitable for balloon launch including surface winds, 

cloudiness and trajectories. This is slightly better than original 

estimates for the weather suitability at the Palestine Site for this 

period. Although no scientific flights were made during the months 

of April, May and June, a number of test launches, to test out equip

ment and train personnel were made. Weather conditions during these 

months appeared to be slightly poorer than the expected climatological 

predictions, with only about 20%, of days suitable for balloon launch.

In 1963 only one flight was postponed because of the possibility of 

a trajectory into Mexico. No flights were postponed because of the 

possibility of a trajectory into the Gulf of Mexico, Two flights 

were moved to Page, Arizona and at least two others postponed which 

called for long duration at very high altitudes (above 130,000 feet).

The original analysis that Palestine would provide a suitable year-round 

launch site appears to be justified in terms of 1963 operations, with



the reservation that a western site such as at Page, Arizona is re

quired during the winter months for those experimenters requiring 

long duration extreme altitude flights. Additional study is required 

to determine whether weather conditions in early spring will be bad 

enough that flight’operations during this period should be discour

aged.

A climatological analysis was made for the early fall months of 

the low level jet stream at Palestine. At that time it posed no dif

ficult problems, reaching its peak around 3:00 AM and dying out before 

dawn. An extensive analysis of the low level j et at Palestine will be 

made beginning in May 1964, and continuing on into the late fall 

months to increase our understanding of this phenomenon.

MAJOR SUPPORT PROGRAMS

Two major flight support programs have been undertaken by the 

NCAR Balloon Facility, the Coronascope II program of Newkirk and the 

Polariscope program of Gehrels at the University of Arizona. A test 

flight for Polariscope was made successfully in 1962. In 1963 with 

continuing delays in the availability of the Polariscope telescope, 

the program has been broken down into three separate projects, a 

flight program for G. Kuiper, for Z. Sekera and then finally for 

Gehrels. A successful flight was made for Kuiper from the Page Launch 

Site in November of 163. Flights are scheduled for Sekera in March 

of "64, and (provided the Gehrels1 telescope is checked out) for 

Gehrels in April of '64.

Because of the delicacy of Coronascope II telescope in terms of



g-loading, several test flights were made to test out the compatibil

ity of the gondola with the existing launch truck, and to investigate 

any problems of overloading and tipping the truck under adverse wind 

conditions, A test flight was made for the Newkirk program using a 

proven 2.94 million cubic foot Winzen balloon which had been flown 

successfully with equivalent loads nine out of ten times. This balloon 

failed twice on ascent„ The third test flight was made using a "Hi- 

Slipi! polyethylene balloon on the assumption that unfolding under cold, 

temperatures was the most likely reason for the failure of the first 

two flights. This balloon also failed on ascent„ A decision was then 

made to switch to a reinforced scrim balloon for the Newkirk flight 

program. Delays in check-out of the telescope forced postponement of 

the first telescope flight to 1964 (successful flight made on 5 March 

1964)o It now appears that both the Coronascope and Polariscope pro- 

grams will continue through 1964. In 1966 a new major telescope pro- 

gram for K. 0. Kiepenheuer of Germany, is tentatively planned and will 

be proposed to the Panel for approval,,

IF. ADMINISTRATION

PERSONNEL

The staff of the Balloon Facility in December 1963 consisted of 

17 full-time employees and three part-time student, workers. The Raven 

contract group at Palestine consisted of 12; and the USWB staff consist- 

ed of two senior meteorologists. Break down of the NCAR full-time 

staff is as follows:



2 - Secretarial (1 at Palestine)
4 - Administrative and Field Operations (2 at Palestine)
3 - Electronics
4 - Physics and Mechanics
1 - Meteorologist
3 - Field Operations

Two additional Engineers are planned for the NCAR staff in 1964. 

Raven has been authorized two additional men in 1964 at Palestine; and 

the USWB plans to add a third man to the weather staff at Palestine.

FUNDING

Severe funding restrictions in 1963 forced difficult decisions in

the choice between providing flight service to the scientific community

with available technology and initiating a major development program

to overcome present deficiences in materials, launch techniques, launch

equipment, and electronic support systems. The compromise which was

made was to defer opening the Palestine Station until the summer of

1963 and to provide major fund support only to the development of the

telemetry and command system.

Breakdown of funds spent in 1963 in major categories was as follows

Palestine Facilities - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  80K
Palestine Maintenance and Operation - - - - - - - -  270K
Palestine Equipment 80K
Flight Support 120K 
Major Program Support (Coronascope and Polariscope) 50K
Telemetry System Development - - - - - - - - - - - -  150K
Other Development Projects - - - - - - - - - - - -  100K
Salaries (NCAR Staff) 170K
Travel (NCAR Staff) - - - - ----  - - - - - - - - 3OK

TOTAL 1050K

This total includes $75,000 of NASA funds.

In 1964, funding problems have not been alleviated. A major 

decision was made to defer the construction of the Clamshelter until



FY'66 in order to permit the continuation of the operation of the 

Field Station and to begin a substantial development program in mate

rials and launch methods. Funds available for use in 1964 will be ap

proximately $15700,000 including $200,000 of NASA funds for flight 

support»

PANEL MEETINGS

Two meetings of the NCAR Panel on the Scientific Use of Balloons 

were held in 1963--at Palestine, Texas and at Page, Arizona.,, The Panel 

continued to reiterate its belief that the Palestine Station should be 

operated by NCAR. Final endorsement of the Clamshelter has been with

held awaiting detailed design and cost figures. The Panel has with 

held recommendation on the establishment of a site at the Glen Canyon 

Dam until completion of the climatological study of winds on the sur

face and at the base of the Dam during the winter months. Final Panel 

action is expected on both items at the meeting in the spring of 1964.

Present constitution of the Panel is:

Chairman - Edward P. Ney and John R. Winckler, Univ. of Minnesota 
James K. Angel1, USWB
J. Allen Hynek, Northwestern University 
Urner Liddel, NASA
Donald Martineau, Dept „ of Defense 
Peter Meyer, University of Chicago 
John D„ Strong, Johns Hopkins University 
Verner E. Suomi, University of Wisconsin

V. PLANS FOR 1964

The major targets established for 1964 are;

Continued Flight Support at Palestine (2 flight/week average) 

Establish Permanent Winter Site at Page,



Provide 3 Flights for Polariscope,

Provide 3 Flights for Coronaseope,

Undertake 1 Additional Major Flight Support Program,

Provide Standard Telemetry and Command to Users,

Put LeTourneau Launch Vehicle and Tower in Operation at 
Palestine,

Provide Additional Ancillary Launch Aid Equipment at Palestine 
and Page,

Test Dual Balloon and Heavy Load Launch Systemsa

Acquire Land for Clamshelter,

Initiate Major Materials Research Program,

Test Light-Load Balloons for 150,000 to 160,000 Altitude,

Fly GHOST Balloons from Japan to Atlantic,

Prepare Implementation Plan for GHOST System for National 
Academy of Sciences,

END OF REPORT
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NCAR SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY 
PROGRAM SUMMARY 

1963

Program Title: ASCENT FAILURE STUDY

Objectives; To investigate the causes of ascent failures, and evaluate 

possible solutions.

Program Conduct; Statistics of balloon flights for the last five 

years will be gathered from all possible sources, processed by 

computer, and analyzed for correlations among the many variables. 

Staff studies will be undertaken of balloon dynamics, material 

properties, launch and flight conditions, balloon design and 

manufacturing procedures to determine possible explanations of 

the failures. Experimental work including test flights will 

be conducted.

Results: Results to 31 December '63

Staff studies have been initiated. A preliminary conclusion 

suggests the failures are due to excessive peripheral stresses 

caused by resistance of the polyethylene to unfolding. This 

resistance is composed of frictional, blocking and cold temperature 

stiffness properties of polyethylene. Reduction of the coefficient 

of friction may greatly ease the unfolding process. NCAR, will test 

three balloons fabricated from "hi-slip" polyethylene to determine 

the value of a fatty acid additive which reduced the coefficient 

of friction of polyethylene film. The balloons will be inserted 

in a production run of balloons of the same size for the Air Force. 

This procedure will give a control sample against which to 

measure the performance of the "hi-slip" balloons.



Approximately the same payload weight as flown on the Air Force 

flights will be flown on these balloons. Two of the three 

balloons have been built and delivered. The third balloon will 

be completed upon receipt of material by the vendor.

Freedom of excess material to fold and rope may be the 

fundamental cause of failure of balloons larger than approximately

3 million cubic feet. Balloon designs, which control the deployment 

of the slack material, including tancjem balloon systems, may offer 

possible solutions.

Future Plans: Analyses of statistical data will be completed. Staff 

studies will continue. Test flights of "hi-slip" polyethylene 

will be conducted. Test flights of a dual balloon system will 

be conducted.



NCAR SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY 
PROGRAM SUMMARY

1963

Program Title: BALLOON TELEMETRY AND COMMAND SYSTEM

Objectives: To design and assemble a telemetry and command system 

for use in balloon flights. This system is intended to meet 

the needs of the great majority of scientists who have a balloon- 

borne experiment to fly. The existence of such equipment will 

make it possible for each scientist to concentrate his efforts 

and his funds on his scientific experiment without needlessly 

duplicating the development of electronic systems to transmit 

information to arjd from the balloon.

Program Conduct: In the design phase of the program it was decided 

that both the telemetry and command systems should be low bit 

rate digital systems to make the problem of data recording and 

display simpler and less expensive. The low bit rate conserves 

bandwidth and makes it possible to operate with less transmitted 

power. A digital system was chosen to obtain greater accuracy 

in the telemetered data, and to permit computer processing of 

the data after completion of the flight.

A feasibility model of the telemetry system was built which i 

now being used to telemeter wind information from Table Mountain t 

the NCAR 30th street Laboratory. With the experience gained from 

building this model, specifications for the construction of the 

balloon-borne portions of the command and telemetry system were 

prepared and a contract awarded to the C. G. Electronics Division



of Gulton Industries. The ground station was assembled at 

NCAR using commercially available equipment whenever possible.

Results: By November, 1963 Gulton Industries delivered their portion 

of the equipment, and enough of the ground station was assembled 

to test the entire system. Simulated flight tests were made using 

the environmental chamber at HAO. The ground station was located 

at l^CAR and radio links were used for command and telemetry be

tween NCAR and HAO. The results of these tests showed satisfacto

ry operation of the equipment.

Future Plans; After satisfactory flight tests of the complete system 

in late spring and early summer of 1964, two additional ground 

stations will be built and additional flight packages will be 

purchased. Complete system specifications will be distributed 

to all balloon researchers in May 1964, and assistance provided 

to those planning to use the system in solving interface problems.

Airborne systems will be loaned to the experimenter for use 

on his flight and flight data provided in whatever format is 

desired. Equipment should be generally available for use by 

late summer of 1964.



V.

NCAR SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY 
PROGRAM SUMMARY

1.963

Title: CORONASCOPE II

Objectives: To provide complete operational support for the scientific 

balloon flights of the Coronascope II program. The support will 

include providing balloons and program management in addition 

to launching, track, and recovery.

Program Conduct: The NCAR Panel on the Scientific Use of Balloons 

reviewed the proposal for NCAR support of Dr. Gordon Newkirk's 

Coronascope II program on 27 November 1962, The panel 

recommended support of the program provided the flights were 

conducted at 90,000 ft. altitude instead of 110,000 ft.

The first of several meetings of the NCAR Balloon Group 

staff and HAO Coronascope II personnel took place on 17 December 

1962. At this time the responsibilities of both groups were 

outlined and discussed. Approximate flight dates were set as 

follows:

.1 August 1963 

20 August 1963 

15 September 1963

The Operations plan was outlined and completed in 

coordination with the NCAR flight station manager at Palestine and 

the HAO group. By the end of August 1963 the necessary flight gear and



suspension system had been assembled and tested. Four 
6 32.94 x 10 ft polyethylene balloons were purchased from Winzen 

Research, Inc. after evaluation of the proposals received from 

the balloon manufacturers, A flight history of 9 out of 10 

successful flights carrying near identical weights to that of 

Coronascope II system was one of the deciding factors, in the 

selection.

A test flight, using a dummy gondola with dimensions 

similar to those of Coronascope II, was launched from Palestine 

on 6 September 1963. Some difficulty was encountered in the 

"pick off" of the gondola from the launch truck and the balloon 

burst prematurely at 46,500 ft. On 2 November 1963 a second 

test flight, using the same type of balloon and launch equip

ment, was launched. Again there was difficulty with release 

from the launch truck and a premature burst of the balloon on 

ascent. Analysis of the cause of the balloon failure, which 

commenced after the first test flight, continued and immediate 

steps were taken to design and fabricate a special launch 

mechanism for the Coronascope II gondola. The new launch 

mechanism was tested under flight conditions at a later date 

and operated without mishap.

With the approach of December 1963, the Coronascope II 

scientific system was completing its ground test program and

Dr. Newkirk anticipated a January flight date. Since the
6 3cause of the failures on ascent of the 2.94 x 10 ft balloons

vi.



remained unanswered, and short time remained for additional 

balloon procurement and testing, a decision was made to fly the 

first scientific flight on a 3.2 million cu. ft, mylar scrim 

balloon. NASA agreed to pay the additional costs of the more 

expensive reinforced balloon.

The first scientific flight of the Coronascope II was 

successfully flown on 5 March 1963.

Future Plans; Two additional scientific flights are scheduled for 

the late winter of 1964 or early spring of 1965.

Evaluation of balloon materials and design will continue 

in an effort to procure an economical and reliable vehicle for 

the projected flights.

vii.



Program Title: EXTREME ALTITUDE BALLOON

Objectives; Development and production of a meteorological sounding 

balloon capable of carrying light payloads to an altitude of 

180,000.

Program Conduct: The NCAR Scientific Balloon Facility, after consultation 

with the manufacturers of neoprene balloons decided that with 

the new compounds and refinement of dipping and forming techniques 

developed within the last ten years that it was feasible to try 

once again to build a balloon capable of the above goals. Develop

ment was planned in two stages. The first stage of development 

is a balloon which could reach 150,000 feet consistently. The 

second stage of development would then be the scaling up of the 

first model to a capability of 180,000 feet. The first months 

of development would be concentrated on choosing and testing 

compounds for use in the manufacture of the large balloons and 

design and fabrication of new dipping tanks and balloon molds.

The latter phases of the program would consist of the actual 

flight testing of the manufactured items.

In January of 1962 a contract was awarded the Kaysam Corporation 

of Paterson, New Jersey for the development of the neoprene balloons. 

Flight tests were conducted by NCAR.

Results: Six balloons, each weighing approximately 2400 grams, were 

prepared from each of the two compounds finally selected, A-101 

and A-105. These balloons were flown and reached an average

NCAR SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY
PROGRAM SUMMARY

1963



altitude of 130,000 feet. Since A-105 was of a higher modulus 

than A-101 and both reached the same average altitude it was de

cided to make some 6000 gram models of the A-105 compound. Six 

6000 gram balloons were manufactured and flown. The average 

altitude reached by these balloons was actually lower than the 

balloons of the 2400 gram size. It was decided after the failure 

of the 6000 gram models to return to the 4000 gram balloon and 

if possible to determine whether or not the difficulty in handling 

and launch in the 6000 gram balloon was a factor in the poor 

performance. Several of the 4000 gram size were made and flown.

The results of these tests showed the 4000 gram model to be 

capable of consistent 130,000 foot altitudes. Some reached 

altitudes in excess of 135,000 feet. The final technical report 

on this contract was submitted and accepted in October 1963.

Future Plans: The average altitude of between 130,000 and 135,000

feet attained by the final models was encouraging but not sufficient 

tq indicate that the ultimate goals will be reached with the present 

techniques and compounds. Two areas of future work have been 

delineated. One area is the use of compounds which have de

sirable flight characteristics but whose composition does not lend 

itself to ease of handling on the ground. A balloon of such material 

could be encapsulated in a carrier balloon and inflated at a pre

determined altitude. The second area would be the development of 

a double wall balloon where the outer wall is over inflated and



acts as a protective cover for the final stage balloon as it 

is flown through the layers in the atmosphere that cause the 

most damage to the neoprene compound. An encouraging test 

flight using this technique has been conducted. Balloons used 

in this test were more than seven years old and had a theoretical 

ceiling of approximately 80,000 feet. Using the double wall 

technique the final stage of this system reached an altitude 

in excess of 100,000 feet.

Work in 1964 shall include conduct of test flights of the 

double wall balloon system by balloon facility personnel. Flight 

tests will be conducted in 1964 of very thin (.15mil) reinforced 

polyethylene balloons as an alternate approach to exceeding the 

present 150,000 foot ceiling on balloon flight with light loads.



Program Title; LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SYSTEMS

Objectives: The overall objectives of this program are the development

of balloon systems, handling equipment and facilities which im

prove the reliability of balloon flights and payload recoveries 

and decrease sensitivity to weather conditions.

Program Conduct; Four specific projects have been undertaken or planned 

in 1963.

1. Multi-purpose Heavy Load Launqh Vehicle

The NCAR Staff has developed the requirements and specifica

tions for a launch vehicle which can be used as a payload launch 

vehicle or as a winch vehicle for cable restrained balloon sys

tems, Design and construction proposals shall be requested from 

suitable contractors.

2. Inflation and Launch Shelter

The architectural engineering firm of Geometries, Inc. continues 

the design of the NCAR Inflation and Launch Shelter whose specifi

cations were developed by the NCAR Staff. Wind tunnel studies 

were conducted by the University of Toronto, Institute of Aerophysics 

on the preferred structural configuration. Results of these tests 

were analyzed by the architect and his consultants and the NCAR 

Staff.

xi.

NCAR SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY
PROGRAM SUMMARY

1963



xii.

3. Development of a Heavy Load Launch System

The NCAR Staff developed criteria to be included in a 

request for proposals for the demonstration of a heavy load 

launch system.

4. Design of Tandem-Balloon System

The NCAR Staff initiated preliminary design studies of a 

two-balloon system shortly before the end of 1963. This system 

should be compatible with a wide range of payload weights and 

altitudes and should be especially effective in combination with 

the proposed inflation and launch shelter. It is expected that 

the system will easily scale up to the 5,000 pound payload class.

Results:

1. Multi-purpose Heavy Load Launch Vehicle

The specifications were completed for the launch vehicle 

which is generally capable of launching a 5,000 pound payload 

dynamically on a twenty million cubic foot balloon, capable of 

statically launching a 20,000 pound payload on a twenty-five million 

cubic foot balloon, and shall have performance characteristics 

for dynamic launches equal to or greater than the modified Army 

truck now used. Prospective vendors were asked to submit proposals 

based on the NCAR specification and the R. G. LeTourneau, Inc. Co. 

was chosen as a successful bidder. Contract negotiations were near 

completion at the close of 1963.



2. Inflation and Launch Shelter

Geometries, Inc. continued the design work and by the close 

of 1963 had essentially solved all design problems and was working 

on the detail drawings, specifications and bid documents for the 

structure. Evaluation of the wind tunnel study caused some changes 

in the structural design due to wind loads but no design changes 

were deemed necessary because of unfavorable aerodynamic effects 

on balloon launches.

3. Heavy Load Launch System

Due to budget cuts the heavy load launch system development 

program was cancelled. At the time of cancellation a contract 

was being negotiated with Litton Industries for the demonstration 

of a heavy load launch system.

4. Tandem-Balloon System

Preliminary staff studies indicate the feasibility of a 

dual balloon flight system for use with the majority of payloads 

and altitudes now flown. One principle advantage of the system 

proposed will be ability to correct for wind shifts prior to launch. 

Future Plans:

1. Multi-purpose Heavy Load Launch Vehicle

The vehicle is to be delivered during the month of April, 1964. 

A specification for dynamic launch accessories will be issued and 

these items purchased in time for the summer flight season. All 

equipment will be operational by the summer of 1964.

xiii.



2. Inflation and Launch Shelter

The design, drawings, specifications and bid documents 

shall be completed by Geometries, Inc. by late spring 1964.

Design of the site improvement, including grading, paving, and 

Utilities shall be completed by Powell and Powell, Consulting 

Engineers, by summer 1964. The Inflation Shelter was deleted 

from the fiscal year 1965 budget. Present plans call for con

struction in fiscal year 1966 with construction starting in the 

summer of 1965.

3. Heavy Load Launch System

NCAR presently does not plan to re-budget for the cancelled 

project, but intends to shift emphasis to development of a general 

purpose launch system as described in item 4.

4. Tandem-Balloon System

Staff studies shall continue in the spring of 1964 emphasizing 

an operational analyses of the balloon system and ground handling 

equipment. Attention shall be given to the dynamics of the res

trained, launch and flight condition. Preliminary designs and 

specifications shall be completed in preparation for a request 

for proposals for the delivery of two systems to be used for 

flight testing in the summer of 1964.



Program Title: MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Ob iectives:

1. To investigate commercial materials and compare them to 

polyethylene and Mylar for suitability as balloon films.

2. To acquire basic information on the behavior of plastic films.

3. To develop and recommend test methods to be used in material 

evaluation and production quality control.

4. To develop materials with lower specific mission costs.

5. To test films for superpressure flight.

Program Conduct: Hauser Research and Engineering Co. has been retain

ed as consultants to carry out work in the first three areas. The 

NCAR Staff will manage a program of composite material development, 

item 4. The majority of the work will be performed by contract. 

Results: Progress Reports 1 and 2 have been submitted as preliminaries 

to the first three objectives stated above. A rough draft of a 

report titled, "A Review of Material Test Methods," has been sub

mitted, reviewed, and revised. The first draft of the report on 

the investigation of commercial film materials as possible alter

nates to polyethylene and Mylar is near completion but has not yet 

been submitted. A first draft of a report recommending new test 

methods under item 3 is near completion but not yet submitted.

The NCAR Staff has completed an outline of a program plan for the 

development of a composite (scrim) balloon material. Emphasis will 

be placed on "non-woven" filaments rather than woven as the former 

has the advantage of both greater flexibility in choice of geometric 

arrangement and lower cost. Theoretical studies will be conducted

XV.
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on stress field and transient stress during launch and ascent 

as an input to material development.

Future Flans: Reports for the first three items listed above will be 

completed, reviewed, edited and published during 1964. Materials 

found to be promising from item 1 will be further investigated 

with the possibility of full-scale fabrication and test flights. 

NCAR will initiate a composite material development program late 

in FY'64 or early FY165. The program will be divided into a num

ber of task areas and assigned on the basis of competence and in

dustry development.

A field test program of bilaminated Mylar superpressure 

balloons will be conducted from Japan in early 1964. A new project, 

"Extended Duration Balloons," will be initiated in FY'65 and all 

materials tests and flight tests on superpressure vehicles will 

be funded under the new program. Extended flights in the Southern 

Hemisphere are planned for 1966.
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NCAR SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY
PROGRAM SUMMARY

1963

Title: PROJECT POLARISCOPE

Ob]ectives: To support the Polariscope project of the University of 

Arizona in the performance of scientific balloon flights. NCAR 

support will be concentrated in the following areas:

1. The balloon vehicle

2. Rotation control

3. Arrangement and conduct of balloon flights

4. Program guidance and management

Program Conduct: On March 26, 1962, the proposal of Dr. A. M. J. 

"Tom" Gehrels, requesting the support of the NCAR Scientific 

Balloon Facility in his research flights, was presented to the 

NCAR Panel on the Scientific Use of Balloons, The Panel en

dorsed NCAR. support of the project and made several recommend

ations . The sum of $132,000 was appropriated for support of 

the program.

The flight schedule as set forth in the proposal called 

for the first flight in January of 1963. The NCAR Balloon 

Group immediately began preparations to meet the scheduled 

flight date.

By the end of November, 1962, the following had been ac

complished;

1. All balloon manufacturers had been solicited for bids 

on balloons to perform the flights.



2. All balloon operations firms had been solicited for bids 

on the launch and tracking.

3. Balloons were selected and purchased from the Winzen 

Research,, Inc.

4. A contract was awarded the Winzen Research, Inc. for 

launch and tracking.

5. Several launch sites had been investigated and a final 

selection made. (Page, Arizona)

6„ Agreements with the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation for the 

use of Glen Canyon had been completed.

7. The Operations Plan was completed and submitted to Dr. 

Gehrels for review and comment.

8. All the necessary balloons and flight gear were on hand.

On December 8, 1962, a test flight using a 1.25 million cu.

ft. balloon was successfully launched from the canyon at Page, 

Arizona. At this time it also became apparent that because of 

several and varied difficulties encountered in the design, fab

rication, and testing of the system that Polariscope would not 

meet the projected January 1963 flight date* Subsequent delays 

and failure of the system to meet the required operating speci

fications have postponed flights through the entire year of 1963 

and the spring of 1964.

During this interim, Glen Canyon at Page has been used for 

several other scientific balloon flights«, Two of these flights, 

those of Dr. Kuiper of the University of Arizona and Dr. Sekera 

of UCLA, were a direct outgrowth of the Polariscope project.

xviii.
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Results: The present status of the Polariscope Program is as follows: 

Completed Components

1. Gondola

2. Stabilization System

3. Vidicon Units

4. Telemetry

5. Command Systems

6. Ground Observing Stations

Component tests and suspension tests from 20 foot and 80 foot 

derricks have been made. Sub-systems are presently being en

vironmentally tested in the space chamber at Kitt Peak Observa

tory. The complete 28-inch telescope is in operation for polar- 

imetry of Venus with the data recorded on punched paper tape, 

simulating application during actual balloon flights. Programs 

for data processing using the IBM 7090 and IBM 7072 are being 

written.

Future Plans: Still to be executed at this date are:

1. Further environmental test of the sub-system at Kitt 

Peak.

2. Various tests of the complete system in the chamber of 

Hughes Aircraft in Tucson, Arizona.

3. Suspension tests from the actual parachute rigging from 

a 200 ft. crane in Tucson.

4. Suspension tests and simulation of flights in the large 

environmental chamber at Lockheed Aircraft in Burbank, 

California.
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After completion of the above, the system will bfc moved to î age3
A.i'tfrr completion of the above, the system v-.i. ; ] . t 
Arizona for further check out, calibration and training of obser- 
Arizona, for further check out, calibrat.xot. ,-t tft:' ■ - ;t/“
vers»

The Polariscope flights are presently scbt/'juled for the fal.i. 
'■tv- .Polariscope flights are preset.;:].. t-

and winter seasons of 1964-65.
and. winder .seasons of 1354--65.
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NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. C. L. Hemenway ORGANIZATION: Dudley Observatory
Albany, N «Y .

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Micro-meteorite collector carried on top of the balloon. Experiment to 
be conducted at 100,000 feet for 8 hours.

FLIGHT NO, 1-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 13 Aug.’63 TIME: 0600

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, 15 mph.

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 101 lbs. PAYLOAD: _

FREELIFT: 39.5 lbs. ( 15 %)

VOLUME: 250,000 cu. ft.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Top end fitting 
built with a spike for securing 
payload package

Sky conditions, clear.

161 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 262 lbs

GROSS LIFT: 301.5 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 871 fpm TIME AT ALT, FLOAT ALT. 93,400 ft.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: CONDITION OF PAYLOAD;

DATE OF RECOVERY:

REMARKS: Launch was smooth. Ascent and float were normal. Termination 
was first attempted at 1802 CST to no avail. Termination attempts were 
continued to 1910 CST without success. It was evident that payload 
separation could not be accomplished. The tracking aircraft monitored 
and tracked the system until 1000 CST, August 14 when the balloon en
tered Mexico. The balloon was turned over to the Air Defense Command 
at that time for their disposition. It is assumed that the system 
descended into the Pacific Ocean off the west coast of Mexico. There 
are several possibilities as to why termination did not occur. The 
most probable is that twists in the flight train may have caused the 
squib line to break. Tighter suspension between the top of the para
chute and the balloon base will help this problem.



ii.
NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 2-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 17 Aug,163 TIME: 0612 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. A. Barrett ORGANIZATION: M.I.T

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
To verify the theoretical prediction of the terrestrial atmospheric oxygen 
spectrum. To be conducted at 100,000 ft. for 3.5 to 4 hours and descend
ing on the balloon.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 1,000,000 cu. ft. 

MATERIAL & GAUGE:Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES: Electric valve

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Wind 9 - 1 2  mph. Sky conditions - clear 

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 253 lbs. PAYLOAD: 521 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 774 lbs.

FREELIFT: 85 lbs. ( 11 %) GROSS LIFT: 859 ibs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: TIME AT ALT. FLOAT ALT.

DATE OF RECOVERY:

REMARKS: At 0612 CST the bubble portion of the balloon was released from the 
launch arm. It proceeded upward until it was over the payload. At this 
point a heat seal in the top section of the balloon separated. The payload 
fell to the ground with no serious damage. Well before the launch it was 
discovered that the scientific package weight was considerably more than 
the estimate given when the balloons were purchased. The balloon manufac
turer's specifications were: maximum recommended payload with reasonable 
safety factor - 460 lbs, maximum overload with minimum safety factor ~
560 lbs. It was agreed by all involved that an attempt would be made to 
launch realizing a minimum safety factor.

.75 mil.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: CONDITION OF PAYLOAD:



NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY
iii.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. A. Barrett ORGANIZATION: M.I.T.

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
To verify the theoretical prediction of the terrestrial atmospheric 
oxygen spectrum. To be conducted for 3.5 to 4 hours at 100,000 feet 
and descending on the balloon.

FLIGHT NO. 3-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 20 Aug. ' 63 TIME.: 0600

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 1,000,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES: Electric valve
.075 mil 

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Wind: 8 - 1 1  mph Sky conditions: clear 

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 245 lbs. PAYLOAD: 456 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 701 lbs. 

FREELIFT: 71 lbs. ( 11 %) GROSS LIFT: 772 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: TIME AT ALT, FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: CONDITION OF PAYLOAD:

DATE OF RECOVERY:

REMARKS:
After the failure of Flight 2-P, the payload weight was decreased to 
456 lbs. to coincide with the maximum recommended payload with the 
proper safety factor of 460 lbs. The bubble was released and again 
as the balloon started to lift the payload, the material near the 
crown of the balloon separated. The deflation was immediate. Damage 
to the gondola was negligible. Preparations were made for Flight No.
4-P, this time using a 1.5 mil, 2.94 million cu. ft., taped balloon.



NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY
iv.

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:

To verify the theoretical prediction of the terrestrial atmospheric 
oxygen spectrum at 100,000 ft. for 3.5 to 4 hours.

FLIGHT NO. 4-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 22 Aug.'63 TIME: 0523 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. A. Barrett ORGANIZATION: M.I.T.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Winzen Research, Inc. VOLUME: 2.94 million cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
1.5 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, 500 lb. fortisan load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Wind; 11-13 mph; 30 to 35 degrees to the right of
layout position

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 1027 lbs. PAYLOAD: 664 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 1691 lbs.

FREELIFT: 169 lbs. ( 10 %) GROSS LIFT: 1860 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 879 fpm TIME AT ALT. 6 hrs. 11 mirfLOAT ALT. 104,500 ft. 

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 30 miles NNW CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Excellent

San Angelo, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 22 Aug.'63

REMARKS:
Flight 4-P was launched without incident. The ascent and float 
were normal. Separation was initiated by radio command. Parachute 
descent time was 33 minutes with impact in an open field. The re
covery truck returned to NCAR Base August 23, with all equipment 
in good condition.



V.

SPONSOR: AFCRL

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:

Neutron study experiment to be conducted at 95,000 feet or above for 
8 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO, 5-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 28 Aug.'63 TIME: 0821 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mrs. D. Intriligator ORGANIZATION: M.I.T.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 1,000,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Wind, south 8-10 mph Sky conditions, clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: ______263 lbs. PAYLOAD: 179.5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 442.5 lbs.

FREELIFT: 48.5 lbs. ( H  %) GROSS LIFT: 491.5 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 925 fpm TIME AT ALT, FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 15 miles east of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD; Good

Corsicana, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 28 Aug.'63

REMARKS:

Flight 5-P was launched without incident. Rate of ascent was 
normal to an altitude of 107,200 ft. where the balloon burst. The 
theoretical floating altitude for this balloon-payload weight was 
114,800 feet. The reason for the burst is unknown. The payload was 
lowered by parachute and recovered in good condition.



SPONSOR: AFCRL

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Neutron study to be conducted at 95,000 feet or above for 8 hours.

vi.
NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT,N0. 6-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 29 Aug.'63 TIME: 0730 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mrs. D. Intriligator ORGANIZATION: M.I.T.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 250,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: SFC. wind, 6-9 mph Sky conditions, clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 84 lbs. PAYLOAD: 125 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 209 lbs.

F REEL IF T: 33.5 lbs. ( 16 %) GROSS LIFT: 242.5 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 920 fpm TIME AT ALT, 2 hours FLOAT ALT. 95,700 ft.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 8 miles SE of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Comanche, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 29 Aug.'63

REMARKS:
The launch was normal and the balloon rose to its floating altitude of 
95,700 ft. with a normal ascent rate. The theoretical floating altitude 
for this system was 103,200 ft. The system floated level until 1233 CST 
when the radio command termination function was accidently switched on. 
The parachute payload combination was released from the balloon. Re
covery was made the same day and the equipment was found to be in good 
condition. The human error resulted in modification of all NCAR com
mand units. The modification amounts to a safety cap which must be 
unscrewed before the terminate command can be executed.



vii.

SPONSOR: AFCRL

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Neutron study experiment to be conducted at 95,000 feet or above for
8 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO, 7-P . PLACE; Palestine, Texas DATE: 31 Aug.163 TIME: 0704 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mrs. D. Intriligator ORGANIZATION: M.I.T.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 250,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. winds; 7-9 mph. Sky conditions: clear 

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 84 lbs. PAYLOAD: 129 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 213 lbs,

F REEL IF T: 36 lbs. ( 17 %) GROSS LIFT.* 249 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: TIME AT ALT., FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 2 miles west of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

NCAR base 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 31 Aug.'63

REMARKS:

Launch was smooth and the balloon appeared to start a normal ascent to 
1200 feet. The balloon reached a peak of 2,000 feet and started to 
descend. Ballast dropping did not affect the descent of the system.
Upon inspection of the top fitting of the balloon after recovery, it 
was discovered that one of the gores had been cut or had been pulled 
out of the end fitting. The fitting was sent back to the manufactur
er 's plant and the cause of failure was attributed to a misplaced lower 
band.



SPONSOR: AFCRL

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:

Neutron study to be conducted at 95,000 feet or above,for 8 hours.

viii.
NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO, 8-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 01 Sept. '63TIME: 0601 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mrs. D. Intriligator ORGANIZATION: M.I.T.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 250,000 ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, 8-10 mph. Sky conditions, clear.

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 83 lbs. PAYLOAD: 129 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 212 lbs.

FREELIFT: 32 lbs. ( 16 %) GROSS LIFT: 244 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 828 fpm TIME AT ALT, 8.5 hrs. FLOAT ALT. 95,400 ft. 

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 6 miles NE of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Oddessa, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 01 Sept.'63

REMARKS:
Launch and ascent rate to float level of 95,400 feet was normal. There 
were no situations out of the ordinary on this flight. Termination was 
initiated by radio command at 1722 CST. All equipment was recovered 
and returned to the NCAR Balloon Base in good condition.



SPONSOR: ONR-NSF

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Test launch techniques and balloon system for Coronascope II 
Project to be conducted at 100,000 ft. for 6 hours.

ix.
NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 9-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 06 Sept.'63TIME: 0559 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. G. A. Newkirk ORGANIZATION: High Altitude Obser.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Winzen Research, Inc. VOLUME: 2.94000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES: 40" diameter ring
1.5 mil for attachment to parachute system

TYPE: Natural shape, 500 lb. test load tapes

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, 6-10 mph. Sky condition, clear 

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 1032 lbs. PAYLOAD: 1695 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 2727 lbs. 

F REEL IF T: 218 lbs. ( 8 %) GROSS LIFT: 2945 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 840 fpm TIME AT ALT. FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 4 miles E of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Oakwood, Texas
DATE OF RECOVERY:

REMARKS:
Launch was smooth except as the gondola was leaving the launch truck 
it twisted slightly as it began to rise and one of the simulated 
battery packs on the dummy gondola struck the overhang of the truck 
and fell to the ground. The rate of ascent was normal to 46,500 ft. 
where the balloon burst. Radio command separation of the burst bal
loon and parachute-payload was initiated from the NCAR Control Center.



NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY x *

FLIGHT NO. 10-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 08 Sept.63 TIME: 0145 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. E. M. Hafner ORGANIZATION: Univ. of Rochester

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Search for primary gamma radiation to be conducted at 120,000 to
130,000 feet for 18 to 20 hours.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 6,000,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, 150 lb. test load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, East 9 mph. Sky conditions, clear 

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 717 lbs. PAYLOAD: 495.5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 1212.5lbs.

FREELIFT; 85 lbs. ( 7 %) GROSS LIFT: 1297.5 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 670 fpm TIME AT ALT. 12 hours FLOAT ALT. 123,900 ft. 

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 3 miles north of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Llano, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 08 Sept.'63

REMARKS:
Payload was suspended from front end of launch truck with the balloon 
bubble upwind of the launch truck. The launching was normal. The 
balloon floated normally all day until radio command termination was 
initiated by the aircraft. Recovery was made that evening and pre
parations were made for Flight 11-P.



xi.

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Search for primary gamma radiation to be conducted at 120,000 to
130,000 ft. for 18-20 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 11-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 12 Sept.63 TIME: 0609 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. E. Hafner ORGANIZATION: Univ. of Rochester

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 6,000,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, 150 lb. test load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, SE 6 mph. Sky conditions, clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 739 lbs. PAYLOAD: 580.5 lbs, GROSS LOAD: 1319.5 lbs. 

FREELIFT: 85.6 lbs. ( 6.5 %) GROSS LIFT: 1405 lbs,

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: TIME AT ALT. FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 12 miles E of NCAR CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Balloon Base 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 12 Sept.'63

REMARKS:
Launch was normal. A normal rate of ascent was experienced until the 
system reached 57,400 ft. where the balloon burst. The payload and 
ruptured balloon system were separated 0.5 minutes after burst. Re
covery was made within an hour of impact and the equipment was return
ed to the Base in good condition.



NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 12-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 20 Sept.63 TIME: 0609 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. E. M. Hafner ORGANIZATION: Univ. of Rochester

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Search for primary gamma radiation to be conducted at 120,000 to
130,000 feet for 18-20 hours.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 9,000,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, 150 lb. load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc wind, ESE 10 mph. Sky cover, cloudless 

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 965 lbs. PAYLOAD: 600 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 1565

FREELIFT: 125 lbs, ( 8 %) GROSS LIFT: 1690 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 815 fpm TIME AT ALT, 23 hours FLOAT ALT. 128,000 ft 

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 7 miles SE, CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Star City, Ark.
DATE OF RECOVERY: 21 Sept.'63

REMARKS:

Launch was smooth and ascent to the initial float level was normal. 
The balloon floated level all day and lost only 2000 ft. at sunset. 
During sunset ballast was dropped by radio command to compensate for 
the sunset effect. Balloon separation was accomplished by radio com
mand from the tracking aircraft at 0753 CST, 21 Sept.

lbs.



NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. K. G. McCracken ORGANIZATION: Southwest Center for
Advanced Studies

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Cosmic ray experiment requiring an exposure time of eight hours at an 
altitude at or above 120,000 feet.

xiii.
NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 13-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 28 Sept.63 TIME: 0551 CST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Winzen Research, Inc. VOLUME: 2,940,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, 150 lb. test fortisan load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind; 5-8 mph Sky condition: 3 tenths SC

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 498 lbs. PAYLOAD: 282.5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 780.5 lbs. 

FREELIFT: 86 lbs. ( 11 %) GROSS LIFT: 866.5 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 880 fpm TIME AT ALT. 9 hrs. FLOAT ALT. 125,500 ft.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 10 miles N of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Clarksville, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 28 Sept.'63

REMARKS:
Launch and ascent were normal. The balloon performed well at its float 
level of 125,500 feet. Balloon-payload separation was initiated by the 
tracking aircraft at 1725 CST. Parachute descent time to the ground 
was 37 minutes. Scientific payload was recovered 1.5 hrs. after impact 
and returned to the Southwest Center.



xiv.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. G. M. Frye ORGANIZATION: Case Institute
of Technology

SPONSOR: Atomic Energy Commission

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
The experiment was to measure cosmic radiation coming from the Crab 
Nebula. The balloon was to carry a spark chamber type cosmic ray 
counter to an altitude of 140,000 feet for 6 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO, 14-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 08 Oct.163 TIME: 0625 CST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 9,000,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, 100 lb. load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. winds: SSW 6-8 raph Sky conditions: clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 934 lbs, PAYLOAD: 344.5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 1278.5 lbs.

FREELIFT: 153.5 lbs. ( 12%) GROSS LIFT: 1432 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 962 fpm TIME AT ALT. FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 7 miles WSW CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Elkhart, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 08 Oct.'63

REMARKS:
Launch was smooth and ascent rate was normal until 49,500 feet where 
the balloon burst. The burst was observed visually through a theodolite, 
but no clue to the failure was found. The ambient air temperature as 
indicated from surrounding Weather Bureau Stations showed a temperature 
of -71.0 C at 49,000 feet. The payload was recovered within two hours 
and preparations were made for another attempt next morning.



XV.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. G. M. Frye ORGANIZATION: Case Institute
of Technology

SPONSOR: Atomic Energy Commission

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
The experiment was to measure cosmic radiation coming from the Crab 
Nebula. The balloon was to carry a spark chamber type cosmic ray 
counter to an altitude of 140,000 ft. for 6 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 15-P PLACE:Palestine, Texas DATE: 09 Oct.63 TIME: 0602

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 9,000,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, 100 lb. load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: SFC. winds: 6-8 winds Sky conditions: clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 949.51bs. PAYLOAD: 949.5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 1274 lbs.

FREELIFT: 152.8 lbs. ( 12 7.) GROSS LIFT: 1426 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 810 fpm TIME AT ALT. FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 2 miles W of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Elkhart, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY:

REMARKS:
Launch was smooth and ascent rate was normal to 40,800 feet where the 
balloon burst. The coldest level aloft as indicated from Weather Bureau 
records was 53,000 feet with a temperature of -71 C. Cause of failure 
is unknown.



xvi.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mr. R. Maas ORGANIZATION: University of
Minnesota

SPONSOR: ONR

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:

An effort to gain information on the Zodiacal Light Flight to be con
ducted at 90,000 to 100,000 feet during the hours of darkness.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 16-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 17 Oct.'63 TIME:1807CST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries Inc .

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene
.55 mil.

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, 8-10 mph.

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 31.5 lbs. PAYLOAD:

FREELIFT: 185 lbs. ( 15 %)

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: H ° °  fpm TIME AT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 6 miles east of 

Diridder La.
DATE OF RECOVERY: 18 Oct.'63

VOLUME: 100,000 cu. ft. 

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Sky conditions, clear

58.7 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 92.2 lbs. 

GROSS LIFT: 110.7 lbs.

7.5 hrs. FLOAT ALT. 100,00 ft.

CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

REMARKS:
Launch and ascent were normal. The balloon performed well at its 
float level. The parachute-payload combination landed in a wooded 
area. Damage to the Gondola was negligible.



xv i i,

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO, 17-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas 

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mr. E. Pybus 

SPONSOR: U.S. Army

ORGANIZATION: Ballistic Research 
Laboratories

DATE: 18 Oct.63 TIME:0830 CST

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Flight consisted of two instruments on one load line. The upper instru
ment was a Dewpoint Hygrometer to measure the local water vapor dewpoint 
temperature of the atmosphere; the lower instrument was an infra-red ab
sorption type hygrometer to measure the amount of absorption due to water 
vapor between the instrument and the sun. The flight profile required 
ascent to 100,000 feet, no float time at ceiling and descent by parachute. 
Immediately after launching the payload was to be let down 600 feet be
low the balloon.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Winzen Research, Inc. VOLUME: 450,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW; NCAR Contractor

SPECIAL FEATURES:

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, SE 3 mph. Sky conditions, clear.

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 143 lbs. PAYLOAD: 183 lbs. GROSS LOAD; 326 lbs.

FREELIFT: 49 lbs. ( 15 7„) GROSS LIFT: 375 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1140 fpm TIME AT ALT. 42 mins. FLOAT ALT. 103 ,600 ft.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 5 miles NW of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Lufkin, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 18 Oct.'63

REMARKS:
Launch was smooth and rate of ascent to the float level was normal. Pay
load let down was accomplished by radio command soon after launch at 
1015 CST. Radio command termination was initiated from the Control Center. 
Parachute descent time was 32 minutes.



xviii.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mr. R. Maas ORGANIZATION: University of
Minnesota

SPONSOR: OWR

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
An effort to gain information on the Zodical Light. Flight to be 
conducted at 100,000 feet during the hours of darkness.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. I8-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 18 Oct. '63 TIME: 2030CST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries Inc.

MATERIAL &. GAUGE: Polyethylene
.55 mil.

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Contractor 

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc wind, 15-18 mph.

VOLUME: 100,000 cu. ft. 

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Sky conditions, clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 31.5

FREELIFT: 16

_lbs. PAYLOAD: 

lbs. ( 20 %)

48 lbs , GROSS LOAD: 79.5 lbs ,

GROSS LIFT: 95.5 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT 
ASCENT RATE:

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA:

TIME AT ALT, FLOAT ALT.

10 miles west of 
Lufkin, Texas 

DATE OF RECOVERY: 19 Oct.'63

CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

REMARKS:
The launch was rough due to strong surface winds. The balloon did not 
reach altitude because it proved to be a "leaker". Indicating possible 
bubble damage during inflation.



NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mr. R. Maas ORGANIZATION: University of
Minnesota

SPONSOR: 0NR

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
An effort to gain information on the Zodiacal Light. Flight to be 
conducted at 90,000 to 100,000 feet during the hours of darkness.

xix.
NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 19-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 19 Oct. '63 ™ E: 2308CST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries Inc. VOLUME:100,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.55 mil.

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: SFC wind, 10-12 mph. Sky conditions, clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 33.5 lbs. PAYLOAD: 75 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 107.3 lbs.

FREELIFT: 21.7 lbs. ( 20 %) GROSS LIFT: 129 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1100 fpm TIME AT ALT, 8 hours FLOAT ALT. 100,000 ft. 

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: Diboll, Texas CONDI TIC*1 OF PAYLC.’JD: Good

BATE OF RECOVERY: 20 Oct'63 

REMARKS:
Launch and ascent were normal. The balloon performed well at its 
float level. The payload was recovered without incident after landing 
in trees.



XX.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: M r . R. Maas ORGANIZATION: University of
Minnesota

SPONSOR: ONR
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:

An effort to gain information on the Zodiacal Light Flight to be 
conducted at 90,000 to 100,000 feet during the hours of darkness.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 20-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 20 Oct. '63 TIME: 2255 CST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries Inc. VOLUME: 100,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.55 mil.

TYPE : Natural shape, tapeless

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc wind, 8 mph. Sky conditions , clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: _____ 32 lbs. PAYLOAD: 70.5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 102.5 lbs.

FREELIFT: 20.5 lbs. ( 20 %) GROSS LIFT: 123 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1100 fpm TIME AT ALT. 9 hours FLOAT ALT. 92,500 ft. 

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 12 miles SE of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Pineland, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY: 21 Oct.'63

REMARKS:
Launch and ascent were normal. The balloon performed well at its 
float level. Parachute descent was routine and the payload was 
recovered without incident.



NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY
xxi.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mr. R. Maas ORGANIZATION: University of
Minnesota

SPONSOR: ONR

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
An effort to gain information on the Zodiacal Light. Flight to be 
conducted at 90,000 to 100,000 feet during the hours of darkness•

FLIGHT NO. 21-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 21 Oct.'63 TIME: 2210 CST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries Inc.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene
.55 mil.

TYPE : Natural shape, tapeless

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc wind, 8-10 mph.

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 31 ibs, PAYLOAD: ___

FREELIFT: 20•8 lbs. ( 20 %)

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1100 fpm TIME AT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 1 mile SW ofLufkin, Texas
DATE OF RECOVERY: 22 Oct'63 

REMARKS:
Launch was smooth and ascent normal, 
without incident.

VOLUME: 100,000 cu. ft. 

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Sky conditions, clear

73 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 104 lbs. 

.GROSS LIFT: 124.8 lbs.

9 hours FLOAT ALT. 95,000 ft.

CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

The flight was carried out



xxii.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Mr. E. Pybus ORGANIZATION: Ballistics Research
Laboratories

SPONSOR: U.S. Army

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Flight consisted of two instruments on one load line. The upper instru
ment was a Dewpoint Hygrometer to measure the local water vapor dewpoint 
temperature of the atmosphere; the lower instrument was an infra-red ab
sorption type hygrometer to measure the amount of absorption due to water 
vapor between the instrument and the sun. The flight profile required 
ascent to 100,000 feet, no float time at ceiling and descent by parachute. 
Immediately after launching the payload was to be let down 600 feet be
low the balloon.

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Winzen Research, Inc. VOLUME: 450,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, tapeless

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, calm. Skycover, clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 150 lbs. PAYLOAD: 171.5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 321.5 lbs.

FREELIFT: 48 lbs. ( 15 %) GROSS LIFT: 369.5 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1185 fpm TIME AT ALT. 5 minutes FLOAT ALT. 103,000

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 3 miles SE of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Lufkin, Texas
DATE OF RECOVERY: 26 October '63

REMARKS:
Launch was very smooth. The system ascended normally to its float level 
and was terminated by radio command at 0930 CST. Let down of payload 
was initiated by radio command at 1000 feet. Payload load line was fully 
deployed when the system reached 20,000 feet. Parachute descent time 
was 41 minutes with impact in a lake. The equipment was recovered 30 
minutes after landing and water damage was negligible.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 22-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 26 Oct.'63 TIME: 0758CST



xxiii.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. G. A. Newkirk ORGANIZATION: High Altitude
Observatory

SPONSOR: ONR-NSF

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Test of launch techniques and balloon system for Coronascope II project.
To be conducted at 100,000 feet for 6 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 23-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE:02 Nov.'63 TIME:0700

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Winzen Research Inc. VOLUME: 2,940,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES: 40" diameter ring
1.5 mil. for attachment to para-

TYPE: Natural shape, 500 lb. test load tapes. chute system.

LAUNCH METHOD:Dynamic

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc wind, 6-8 mph. Skycover, clear.

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 1031.5 lbs. PAYLOAD: 1695,5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 2,727 lbs.

F REEL IF T: 218______ lbs. ( 8 %) GROSS LIFT: 2945 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 833 fpm TIME AT ALT. FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 10 miles SE of CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Alto, Texas 
DATE OF RECOVERY:

REMARKS:
The launching was somewhat similar to that of 9-P with the exception 
that the gondola did not touch the truck overhang. The system again 
twisted as the gondola left the launch truck. The balloon experienced 
a normal ascent rate to 55,000 feet where it burst. After positive 
visual information that the balloon had burst radio command separation 
of the balloon was initiated from the control center. The reason for 
the balloon failure is unknown.



xxiv.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. C. L. Hemenway ORGANIZATION: Dudley Observatory
Albany, New York

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Micro-Meteorite collector mounted on top of balloon. The system was 
to float at 100,000 ft. for 8-10 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 24-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 08 Nov.'63 TIME: 0519

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Winzen Research Inc.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene
1.5 mil.

TYPE:

LAUNCH METHOD :

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc wind, 8-10 mph.

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 293 lbs. PAYLOAD:

VOLUME: 450,000 cu. ft.

SPECIAL FEATURES: 32" aluminum disc 
top fitting with two eye 
bolts installed for attach
ment of Micro-Meteor dust 
sampler.

Sky conditions, thin scattered 
cirrus

173.5 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 466.5 lbs.

FREELIFT: 60.6 lbs. ( 13%) GROSS LIFT: 526.1 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1061 fpm TIME AT ALT, 8 hours FLOAT ALT. 98,300 ft.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: Wesson, Mississippi CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good 

DATE OF RECOVERY: 25 Nov.'63

REMARKS:
Launch and ascent were normal The system floated for 8 hours at 98,300 
feet. The flight was terminated at 1552 hours CST. The transmitter 
attached to the top payload failed during descent, and direction 
finding by the aircraft was impossible. Weather conditions were not 
favorable for visual contact of the package and it was temporarily 
lost. Several air searchs of the probable impact area were made with
out success. Approximately two weeks after the flight, location 
information was received from a farmer who had found the package. The 
payload was recovered in good condition.



NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. C. L. Hemenway ORGANIZATION: Dudley Observatory
Albany, New York

SPONSOR: NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:

Micro-meteorite collector mounted on top of balloon. System to float at
100,000 feet for 8-10 hours.

FLIGHT NO. 25-P PLACE: Palestine, Texas DATE: 15 Dec. '63 TIME: 0119 CST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Winzen Research, Inc. VOLUME: 450,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE -.Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES: 32" aluminum disc top
1.5 mil fitting with two eyebolts

TYPE: Natural shape, 1501b. load tapes installed for attachment of
micro-meteor dust sampler

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc. wind, SE 4-6 mph. Sky conditions: clear 

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: _ _ £ ^ _ _ _ l b s . PAYLOAD: 161.5 jbs. GROSS LOAD: 455.5 lbs.

FREELIFT: 65 lbs. ( 14 %) GROSS LIFT: 520.5 lbs,

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1000 fpm TIME AT ALT. 5.5 hours FLOAT ALT. 95,500 feet 

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 20 mi. NNW of Columbia, CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

S. C.
DATE OF RECOVERY: 15 Dec. 1963 

REMARKS:
Launch and ascent were normal. Upon reaching float altitude of 95,300 ft.
10 miles SE of Shreveport, La., the system had an average speed of 146 mph. 
Termination was initiated from the tracking aircraft by radio command at 
0821 hrs. CST. Descent was normal and the payload was recovered in good 
condition the same day.



xxvi.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
To gain information on Gamma radiation and charged particle intensities.
To be conducted at 130,000 feet for a float duration of 18-20 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 26-P PLACE: Page, Arizona DATE: 06 Dec. '63TIME: 0653 MST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. M. F. Kaplon ORGANIZATION: University of Rochester

SPONSOR: NASA

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER:Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 9,000,000 cu. ft,

MATERIAL & GAUGE:Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil.

TYPE: Natural shape, 150 lb. load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Sfc wind: calm Skycover: clear 

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 953 lbs. PAYLOAD: 381 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 1.133.5 lbs. 

FREELIFT: 133.5 lbs. ( 10 %) GROSS LIFT: 1,467.5 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1000 fpm TIME AT ALT. FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 10 mi. NE of Shonto, CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Arizona
DATE OF RECOVERY: 06 Dec. 1963

REMARKS: Launch was smooth and ascent was normal until the balloon burst 
at an altitude of 53,000 feet where the temperature was -7CPC. Balloon and 
payload separation was initiated by radio command from the launch site.
Parachute descent was normal and the payload landed on the side of a 400 ft. 
sandstone formation. Recovery was accomplished the same day by use of a 
helicopter. Preparations for another launching were made the following morning.



xxvii.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
To gain information on gamma radiation and charged particle intensities 
at an altitude of 130,000 feet for a float duration of 18-20 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. 27-P PLACE: Page, Arizona DATE: 12 Dec. '63TIME: 2300 CST

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. M. F. Kaplon ORGANIZATION: University of Rochester

SPONSOR: NASA

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries, Inc. VOLUME: 6,000,000 cu ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil

TYPE: Natural shape, 150 lb. load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Dynamic 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR contractor

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: SE wind: calm Sky conditions: clear

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 729 lbs. PAYLOAD: 399 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 1128 lbs. 

FREELIFT: 113 lbs. ( 10 %) GROSS LIFT: 1241 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 992 fpm TIME AT ALT, FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: CONDITION OF PAYLOAD:

DATE OF RECOVERY:

REMARKS: Launch was smooth and ascent was normal to 33,800 feet where the 
balloon burst. The coldest level that was reported from raob data was at
53,000 feet where the temperature was minus (-) 68 C . Radio command separation 
of the payload was initiated from the launch site within one minute after 
burst. Two minutes after burst the balloon transmitter failed. The balloon 
landed on a mesa 34 miles ENE of the Page airport. The parachute and payload 
could not be found.



xxviii.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Ernest W. Lichfield ORGANIZATION: NCAR Scientific
Balloon Facility

SPONSOR: NCAR

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Test FAA coverage of NCAR developed balloon-borne transponder beacon 
system under an extended operating period. Flight requirements: evening 
launch. Float altitude: approximately 90,000 feet for 16 hours.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. PG 1-63 PLACE: Page, Arizona DATE: 23 Feb. 163 TIME: 1603 hrs.

BALLOON 3
MANUFACTURER: Raven Industries VOLUME: 600,000 ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil.

TYPE: Natural shape, 200 lb. load tapes 

LAUNCH METHOD: Vertical inflation. Static launch 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Boulder crew

LAUNCH CONDITIONS; Wind: calm Sky cover: two-tenths, cirrus

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 182 lbs. PAYLOAD: 535 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 717 lbs. 

FREELIFT: 72 lbs. ( 10 %) GROSS LIFT: 789 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 980 fpm TIME AT ALT, FLOAT ALT. 89,000 ft:.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 1° miles north CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Pinon, Arizona
DATE OF RECOVERY: 24 Feb. '63 

REMARKS:
The balloon experienced a normal launch and ascent to 89,000 ft, Upon 
reaching altitude the balloon almost immediately began descending. The 
ballon failed to respond to ballasting and continued down to 44,000 ft. 
where the balloon was separated by the safety unit. Tracking aircraft 
followed the payload to the ground. Position was marked and recovery 
was accomplished without incident the next morning. Cause of failure 
is unknown.



xx ix.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Ernest W. Lichfield ORGANIZATION: NCAR Scientific
Balloon Facility

SPONSOR: NCAR

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Scientific balloon flight for the purpose of flight testing NCAR-developed 
balloon beacon transponder. The flight was coordinated with appropriate 
FAA tracking stations for results of interrogation and beacon response. 
Flight requirements were daylight launch, 80,000 ft. float level, 6 hours 
total flight time.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. PG 2-63 PLACE: Page, Arizona DATE:3 April'63 TIME: 0700

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: General Mills, Inc. VOLUME: 135,000 cu. ft.

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene SPECIAL FEATURES:
.75 mil.

TYPE : Natural shape, tapeless

LAUNCH METHOD: Vertical inflation, static launch

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Boulder crew

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Wind: calm Sky conditions: some thin high cirrus

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 100 lbs. PAYLOAD: 225 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 325 lbs.

FREELIFT: 32 lbs. ( 10%) GROSS LIFT: 357 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 900 fpm TIME AT ALT, 10 hrs. approxFLOAT ALT. 80,000 ft.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: Stratton, Colo.

DATE OF RECOVERY: 4 April '63

REMARKS:
Normal launch from coffer dam. System failed to respond to command cut- 
down or back-up safety timer. Last visual and radio contact with balloon 
near Buena Vista, Colorado at 1700 hrs. Balloon lost lift during hours 
of darkness and descended, impacting near Stratton, Colorado at 2200 hrs. 
Balloon train draped over power lines on impact and short circuited bal
loon control electronics. Cause of failure unknown.

CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Balloon control 
electronics short circuited, remainder 
of payload excellent



XXX.

NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. Gerard P. Kuiper ORGANIZATION: Lunar and Planetary Lab.
University of Arizona

SPONSOR: NSF - NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:

The scientific equipment flown was a spectrometer to study the absorption 
reflection spectra of the earth and the spectrum of the sun. Flight 
requirements included that NCAR provide an azimuth stablization system 
orientated to the sun with a tracing accuracy of 1/2 degree. Daylight 
launch flight level of 70,000 feet, and three hours total flight time.

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO. £C 3-63 PLACE: Page, Arizona DATE: 17 Nov.'63 TIME: 0700

BALLOON 
MANUFACTURER: General Mills

(1955, surplus)
MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene

2.0 mil
TYPE: Cylinder

LAUNCH METHOD: Vertical inflation
Static launch 

LAUNCH CREW: NCAR Boulder crew

LAUNCH CONDITIONS; Wind: SSW 03 knots Skycover: few cirrus

WEIGHT DATA
BALLOON: 221 lbs ■ PAYLOAD: 436 lbs. GROSS LOAD: 657 lbs. 

FREELIFT: 79 lbs. ( 12 %) GROSS LIFT: 736 lbs.

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 1200 fpm TIME AT ALT. FLOAT ALT.

RECOVERY
IMPACT AREA: 12 miles SE Page, CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

Arizona
DATE OF RECOVERY: 17 Nov. 1 63 

REMARKS:
Launch from the coffer dam was normal. The balloon appeared to rotate 
badly during climbout. A normal ascent rate was experienced until the 
balloon burst at 33,000 feet. The instruments were recovered in excellent 
condition and flown successfully two days later. Probable cause of failure 
was the age of the surplus balloon.

VOLUME: 150,000 cu. ft.

SPECIAL FEATURES: 18 inch diameter ring
attached to base of 
balloon to facilitate 
multi-point suspension



NAME OF EXPERIMENTER: Dr. G. P. Kuiper ORGANIZATION: Lunar and Planetary Lab.
University of Arizona

SPONSOR: NSF - NASA

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT & FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
The scientific equipment flow was a spectrometer to study the absorption 
reflection spectra of the earth and the spectrum of the sun. Flight 
requirements included that NCAR provide an azimuth stabilization system 
orientated to the sun with a tracking accuracy of 1/2 degree. A flight 
profile of a daylight launch, flight level of 80,000 feet and three hours 
total flight time.

XXXI .

NCAR FLIGHT SUMMARY

FLIGHT NO.PG 4-63 PLACE: Page, Arizona DATE: 19 Nov.'63 TIME: 0813 MST

BALLOON
MANUFACTURER: Viron

MATERIAL & GAUGE: Polyethylene
1% nlil.

TYPE: Natural shape, stressed tape construction 

LAUNCH METHOD:

LAUNCH CREW;

LAUNCH CONDITIONS: Wind: calm

VOLUME: 250,000 cu. ft.

SPECIAL FEATURES: 18 inch diameter ring
built into base section of 
balloon to facilitate multi
point suspension

Vertical inflation 
Static launch 
NCAR, Boulder crew

Skycover: cloudless

WEIGHT DATA 
BALLOON:

FREELIFT:

206 lbs. PAYLOAD: 

58 lbs. ( 10%)

373 lbs .

GROSS LIFT:

FLIGHT CONDUCT
ASCENT RATE: 900 fpm TIME AT ALT.. 1 hr., 

45 min
RECOVERY

IMPACT AREA: 20 miles north
Kayenta, Arizona 

DATE OF RECOVERY: 20 Nov. '63

GROSS LOAD: _

637_____ lbs .

FLOAT ALT. 80,000

579 lbs.

CONDITION OF PAYLOAD: Good

REMARKS:
Flight PG-5 was an operational and scientific success. The launch was normal 
from the coffer dam and the balloon performed well. Separation was initiated 
by radio command at 1123 hrs. The parachute payload combination impacted on 
a mesa in Monument Valley, Arizona requiring a helicopter for recovery. The 
gondola was returned to Page, Arizona, the next day by truck.


